
Which HEP Information System do you use the most? CDS -> Why?
Access to internal notes (ATLAS)
As editor of departemental/internal, etc. reports and notes
because I'm working at CERN
Because it permits access to the others too
Because it seems to me the most direct
Because most of the documents I want to look up are CERN notes/theses/articles etc., 
and CDS is the best way of finding these.
cern documents
CERN habit !
contains categories of pubs that I need
contains downloadable files
Contains most of the info I need
default at CERN
due to convenient interface
Ease of use, subjects covered, efficiency
Easy access, and complete view of the articles
efficiency to find cern related papers / documentation
Excellent search engine; large database for information on accelerator physics and 
technology

Generally the most useful for CERN and ATLAS publications. However, I occasionally use 
SPIRES or Google Scholar, when I am doing a more speculative search
I am at CERN and know how to use it
I am looking mostly for material produced at CERN
I daily visit arXiv to see new papers appearing in my fields of interest (hep-lat, hep-th, 
hep-ph).
I mostly look for articles published by CERN or that are CERN-related.
I use CDS in preference to arXiv, because it has a much better search functionality and 
contains all of arXiv. I use Google sources less because of lack of precision, though they 
can be very useful when all else fails. I use Spires to find journal publication references 
that are not in CDS.
It also has ATLAS internal notes
It contains the most useful references for me
It is more centered to my interests
It is the most familiar to me.
It is the official document and archive information source for CERN and mandatory for 
registration of scientific documents presented at CERN meetings.
It is the one I know better How to move around, and it corresponds to my needs in most 
of the cases. 
More complete for astro-related and old-HEP papers than SPIRES
most complete, and up to date e-library. contains virtually all arXiv. Perfect to see what's 
new.
arXiv still better to look for a reference
Most documents I currently need are design specs and data for LHCb
Most of the documents I need originate from CERN
References and study - LHC and ATLAS
reliable information and rugged system
Simple, easy to search
the most closed to my needs, i.e. experimental HEP
To keep up with developments in physics.
Used to it
Usually contains what I am looking for



very informative


